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ABSTRACT

Indirect query anchoring techniques are based on various
assumptions with regard to the pseudo feedback and its connection to the information need. For instance, clipping the
query model by using only the terms to which it assigns the
highest importance weights is common practice (e.g., [2, 30,
33, 1, 31]). The assumption is that these terms are the most
likely to represent the information need as they represent the
result list. Another indirect technique is attributing more
importance to term occurrence in documents highly ranked
in the result list than to that in low ranked documents [17,
1, 27, 25]. The premise is that the higher the document is
ranked, the higher its relevance likelihood by the virtue of
the way the result list was created; that is, in response to
the query.
We present a novel indirect query anchoring approach that
can be applied to existing query models. The approach utilizes a novel unsupervised discriminative pseudo-feedbackbased query model induced from the result list. The model
serves as an accurate discriminative term-based representation of the initial ranking of the result list. As such, the
model can be used, by several methods proposed herein, for
query anchoring.
More specifically, the proposed query model is produced
by training a pairwise learning-to-rank method using the
initial result list ranking. The resultant model is composed
of terms whose presence in documents is either positively
or negatively correlated with the initial result list ranking.
Accordingly, these terms can be used for query anchoring.
We demonstrate the merits of applying several methods,
which use our new query model, on two highly effective generative query models: the relevance model [17, 1] and the
mixture model [32]. Although these models employ several
query anchoring approaches, applying our methods results
in performance improvements.

Pseudo-feedback-based query models are induced from a
result list of the documents most highly ranked by initial
search performed for the query. Since the result list often
contains much non-relevant information, query models are
anchored to the query using various techniques. We present
a novel unsupervised discriminative query model that can be
used, by several methods proposed herein, for query anchoring of existing query models. The model is induced from
the result list using a learning-to-rank approach, and constitutes a discriminative term-based representation of the
initial ranking. We show that applying our methods to generative query models can improve retrieval performance.

1.

INTRODUCTION

There is a large body of work on devising pseudo-feedbackbased query models (e.g., expanded query forms) [5]. The
models are created using information induced from a result
list of the documents most highly ranked by some initial
search performed in response to the query. The goal is to
create a more effective representation of the presumed information need than the query which is often very short. A
case in point, query models can help to bridge the vocabulary mismatch between the query and relevant documents.
Documents in the result list (a.k.a. the pseudo feedback
list) could be non relevant, and relevant documents can contain non query-pertaining information [11, 13, 20]. Thus, a
query model induced from these documents can drift away
from the information need [22]. Hence, several techniques,
often referred to as query anchoring, have been proposed for
mitigating the risk in relying on pseudo feedback. These
techniques essentially use the original query as an anchor
when utilizing pseudo feedback. For example, interpolating
the query model with a model of the original query is a commonly used direct query anchoring technique (e.g., [23, 4, 1,
33, 21, 6]). Using the original query model as a prior for
the pseudo-feedback-based query model is another example
of direct anchoring [27, 28].

2.

RELATED WORK

As already noted, a few query anchoring approaches have
been proposed in past work. We show that using our methods in addition to several of these most commonly used and
effective approaches — interpolation with the original query
model [23, 4, 1, 33, 21]1 , term clipping [2, 30, 33, 1, 31], and
differential weighting of documents in the result list [17, 1,
27, 25] — helps to further improve retrieval performance.
Fusing the initial ranking with the ranking produced by
using the pseudo-feedback-based query model was suggested
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for indirect query anchoring [34]. In contrast, our methods
operate on the query model by integrating it, at the model
level, with a representation of the initial ranking (i.e., the
proposed discriminative query model). Our methods are
shown to substantially outperform this fusion approach [34].
There are various methods for improving the quality of
the pseudo feedback result list used for inducing a query
model (e.g., [22, 24, 18, 12, 15]). The discriminative query
model used by our methods can be applied to any ranked
list. Thus, our methods are complementary to these past
approaches, and more generally, to methods that improve
an initial pseudo-feedback-based query model (e.g., [3, 8]).
It was shown that among the terms attributed the highest
importance by a pseudo-feedback-based query model, some
are highly effective for retrieval while others can be detrimental [3, 29]. Accordingly, a supervised term classification
approach was applied using various term features, the most
effective of which were based on proximity to query terms in
documents in the result list [3]. In contrast, our approach is
unsupervised and applies a learning-to-rank method on documents in the result list. Furthermore, we focus on unigram
query models and leave the treatment of term-proximitybased query models for future work.
Formal analysis of methods for inducing pseudo-feedbackbased query models, and the properties of terms that should
be assigned high importance by query models, was presented
[21, 7]. Our findings provide additional novel characterization: the importance weight of terms whose presence in
documents is positively correlated with the initial ranking
should be increased while that of terms whose presence is
negatively correlated should be decreased.

3.

ing generative query models. In doing so, we will refer to
the query anchoring techniques that these methods employ.
Then, in Section 3.2 we describe our novel discriminative
query model, and in Section 3.3 present a few methods of applying it on an existing language-model-based query model
so as to improve retrieval performance.

Language model notation. We use unigram language moddef

els. pM LE (t|x) = tf(t∈x)
is the maximum likelihood esti|x|
mate (MLE) of term t with respect to the text (or text
collection) x; tf(t ∈ x) is the number of occurrences of t in
def P
′
x; |x| =
t′ ∈x tf(t ∈ x) is x’s length. The MLE can be
def

smoothed, for example, using a Dirichlet prior: pDir (t|x) =
tf(t∈x)+µpM LE (t|D)
; µ is a free parameter [33]. We compare
|x|+µ
two language models, θ1 and θ2 , using cross entropy [16]:
˛˛
“
” def X
˛˛
CE p(·|θ1 ) ˛˛ p(·|θ2 ) = −
p(t|θ1 ) log p(t|θ2 );
(1)
t

lower values correspond to increased similarity.

3.1

Generative query models

3.1.1

Relevance model

The relevance model is based on the assumption that the
query and documents relevant to the query are generated
by a latent relevance language model [17]. Assuming that
Dinit was retrieved using the query likelihood approach [26],
def Q
which ranks document d by p(q|d) =
t∈q pDir (t|d), the
relevance model RM1 is defined as:
X
def
p(t|RM 1) =
pDir (t|d)p(d|q);
(2)

QUERY MODELS
[k]

Let Dinit (henceforth Dinit ) be a result list of the k documents most highly ranked by initial retrieval performed over
the document corpus D in response to query q.
Information induced from Dinit , often referred to as the
pseudo feedback result list, can be used to create a query
model (e.g., an expanded query form). For example, the
model can attribute high importance to terms frequent in
documents in Dinit but not in the corpus [2, 30, 4, 17, 32, 21,
5]. The goal is to create a query model that represents the
underlying information need more effectively than a model
based only on the terms in q which is often very short.
As noted above, pseudo-feedback-based query models are
often anchored to the query (e.g., via interpolation with the
original query model) so as to mitigate the “risk” in relying on pseudo feedback; that is, documents in Dinit can be
non-relevant and relevant documents can contain much non
query-pertaining information [11, 13, 20].
We present a novel query anchoring approach. The approach utilizes a newly proposed discriminative query model
induced from the result list, Dinit . The model constitutes a
term-based representation of Dinit ’s initial ranking. Thus,
the model can be used to query anchor existing pseudofeedback-based query models as shown below.
Although our query model induction approach is not committed to a specific retrieval paradigm, it is convenient to
present it in the language modeling framework given the
large body of work on language-model-based query models
[21]. We therefore start by describing the language model
notation that will be used throughout this paper. In Section 3.1 we survey two highly effective methods of induc-

d∈Dinit

def

p(d|q) =

P

p(q|d)
p(q|d′ )

d′ ∈Dinit

is the normalized query likelihood

of d. RM1 is a linear mixture of the language models of
documents in Dinit . The effect of high ranked documents on
RM1 is greater than that of low ranked documents because
the query likelihood values of documents serve as mixture
weights. This differential effect was mentioned in Section
1 as an indirect query anchoring approach. Term clipping
applied to RM1, which yields RM1clipped , is an additional
indirect query anchoring technique: assigning zero probability to all but the ν terms to which RM1 assigns the highest
probability; ν is a free parameter; the probabilities of the
ν terms are sum-normalized to produce a probability distribution. A third, direct query anchoring approach is applied by the RM3 relevance model [1]; namely, interpolating
RM1clipped with the original query model (MLE) using a
parameter λ:
def

p(t|RM 3) = λpM LE (t|q) + (1 − λ)p(t|RM 1clipped ).

3.1.2

(3)

Mixture model

The mixture model [32] is based on the assumption that
the terms in documents in Dinit are generated by a mixture
of two language models: a topic model, θT , and the corpus
language model. To estimate θT , the log likelihood of the
documents in Dinit ,
X X
`
´
tf(t ∈ d) log (1 − γ)p(t|θT ) + γpM LE (t|D) ,
d∈Dinit t∈d
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is maximized using the EM algorithm; γ is a free parameter.
In contrast to RM1, the relative ranking of documents in
Dinit does not affect the estimation of θT .2
As is the case for the relevance model, θT is clipped, yielding θTclipped ; a non-zero probability is assigned only to the ν
terms to which θT assigns the highest probability and these
probabilities are sum normalized. Direct query anchoring is
performed via interpolation with the original query model,
yielding the mixture model, MM:
def

p(t|M M ) = λpM LE (t|q) + (1 − λ)p(t|θTclipped ).

rather than for generalization to unseen queries. Finally, our
approach is unsupervised in that it utilizes pairwise preferences that are based on pseudo feedback, while learningto-rank methods are usually used in supervised settings and
utilize either relevance labels or implicit feedback (e.g., clickthrough information) [19].
Let r(d) be the rank of document d in Dinit . The rank of
the highest ranked document is 1. We use V to denote the
vocabulary used in Dinit ; i.e., the set of terms that appear
in documents in Dinit . Document d (∈ Dinit ) is represented
by the |V | dimensional feature vector Φ(d) defined over V ;
the i’th component of Φ(d) is log pDir (ti |d) where ti is the
i’th term in V and pDir (ti |d) is the probability assigned to
ti by d’s Dirichlet smoothed language model3 . We apply
SVMrank to find a weight vector w
~ defined over V that is
the solution for:
X
1
minimize
w
~ ·w
~ +C
ξi,j
2
i,j

(4)

Thus, while RM3 is based on three techniques for query
anchoring: (i) differential impact of documents on the query
model based on their query likelihood, (ii) term clipping, and
(iii) interpolation with the original query model, the mixture
model MM applies only the latter two. To use a query model
θ (relevance model or mixture model) for ranking document
d, the cross entropy (Equation 1) between the model and d’s
language model is used.

3.2

(5)

A discriminative query model

subject to :

Term clipping (applied by RM3 and MM) and differential
impact of documents in Dinit (applied by RM3) are indirect query anchoring techniques. That is, the underlying
assumptions are that (i) the terms most representative of
Dinit are likely to represent the information need; and (ii)
the higher a document is ranked in Dinit , the higher its relevance likelihood. The latter is essentially the pseudo feedback assumption.
We leverage the pseudo feedback assumption in a different, novel way. Specifically, we directly utilize the premise
that for any two documents d1 and d2 in Dinit , if d1 is ranked
higher than d2 , then d1 is more likely to be relevant than
d2 . Using the resultant pairwise document preferences in
a pairwise learning-to-rank method [19], namely SVMrank
[14], yields a discriminative query model. The model constitutes a discriminative term-based representation of Dinit ’s
ranking. As such, the model is used as a (indirect) query
anchor for the generative query models by a few methods
we present in Section 3.3.
There are a few important differences between using SVMrank — or any other learning-to-rank method — in our work
and in a standard learning-to-rank setting [19]. In a standard setting, the goal is to learn a ranking function using
feature vectors that represent document-query pairs. Here,
the goal is to create a term-based representation of a single
given ranking. A feature vector is a query independent termbased representation of a document. Thus, the query model
induction approach we present does not explicitly account
for the query used to create Dinit .
The different goals in applying learning-to-rank in the
standard setting and in our setting entail differences in the
way the models are trained. In supervised models, different techniques are applied to avoid overfitting and to improve generalization from training data to unseen data. In
contrast, we use SVMrank to produce for a given query an
accurate representation of Dinit ’s ranking. This representation is used for anchoring with respect to the given query,

∀i∀j. r(di ) < r(dj ) :

wΦ(d
~
~
i ) ≥ wΦ(d
j ) + 1 − ξi,j

∀i∀j. r(di ) < r(dj ) :

ξi,j ≥ 0

Equation 5 defines a soft margin SVM where ξi,j are the
slack variables and C is the regularization parameter. Higher
values of C result in stricter adherence to the given pseudorelevance-based pairwise preferences. As our goal is to fit
the model as closely as possible to the ranking of Dinit , we
will use in the experiments a very high value of C.4
There are at most 12 k(k−1) constraints of the form wΦ(d
~
i)
≥ wΦ(d
~
j ) + 1 − ξi,j in Equation 5 where k is the number of
documents in Dinit ; these constraints correspond to all5 pairs
of documents di and dj in Dinit where di is ranked higher
than dj (i.e., r(di ) < r(dj )). The vector w
~ can be thought of
as a query model that contains positive and negative values
that correspond to terms in V . The inner product wΦ(d)
~
serves for scoring documents. Given the definition of document feature vectors, we arrive to the following implication
of using the pairwise constraints from Equation 5.
Let w
~ + be the vector obtained from w
~ by setting to zero
negative components. Let w
~ − be the vector obtained from
w
~ by setting to zero positive components, and taking the
absolute value of negative components. Then, the pairwise
constraint from Equation 5 amounts, in spirit6 , to:
− CE(p(·|θw~ + ) || pDir (·|di )) + CE(p(·|θw~ − ) || pDir (·|di )) ≥
− CE(p(·|θw~ + ) || pDir (·|dj )) + CE(p(·|θw~ − ) || pDir (·|dj ))+
1 − ξi,j ;

(6)

3
Using log pDir (ti |d) results in cross entropy semantics for
the constraints presented in Equation 5.
4
An alternative hard-margin SVM formulation is not guaranteed to have a solution.
5
For pairs of documents with exactly the same initial retrieval score in Dinit we do not use a constraint.
6
We write “in spirit” as the weight vectors w
~ + and w
~ − that
are parts of the solution to Equation 5 have to be normalized
so as to yield valid probability distributions. Therefore, the
values compared in the constraints in Equation 5 are not
valid CE values. Yet, the observations made with respect
to Equation 6, and consequently to Equation 5, still hold.
We use the CE expressions to simplify the discussion.

2
A regularized mixture model [28] uses the original query
model, pM LE (t|q), as a Bayesian prior. This is yet another
direct query anchoring technique. However, the retrieval
performance is similar to that of using the original mixture
model we discuss here [21].
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θ~x is a language model over V attained by applying L1
normalization to ~
x. Since larger CE values correspond to
decreased similarity, we get that the inequality holds to a
larger extent (specifically, with lower values of ξi,j ) when:
(i) pDir (·|di ) is high for terms with a (high) positive value
in w
~ and low for terms with a (low) negative value in w;
~ and,
(ii) pDir (·|dj ) is low for terms with a (high) positive value
in w
~ and high for terms with a (high) negative value in w.
~
As di is ranked above dj , we attain the following result.
Terms with a positive value in w
~ are positively correlated
with Dinit ’s ranking — i.e., for a pair of documents in Dinit
they will tend to have more substantial presence in the document ranked higher. We refer to these terms as positive
anchors. Accordingly, terms with negative values in w
~ are
negatively correlated with Dinit ’s ranking, and are hence referred to as negative anchors.
It is important to highlight the difference between the
discriminative query model, (p(·|θw~ + ), p(·|θw~ − )), and the
generative query models described in Section 3.1. A generative query model assigns high probability to terms that are
presumably related to the underlying information need by
the virtue of having substantial presence in Dinit . In contrast, the goal of the discriminative model is to represent the
ranking of Dinit . Indeed, it attributes high positive importance to terms (positive anchors) whose presence in a document corresponds to higher ranking in Dinit , and high negative importance to terms (negative anchors) whose presence
corresponds to lower ranking. We empirically demonstrate
the difference between the two types of language models in
Section 4.3. As a result, the generative query models and
the discriminative model are of complementary nature. We
leverage this fact in Section 3.3 by designing methods that
use the discriminative query model to query anchor the generative query models.

3.3

apply term clipping and direct query anchoring (RM3 applies in addition differential weighting of documents in Dinit )
AnchorPos also applies anchoring using θw~ + .
Our next order of business is devising a method that uses
the negative anchor model, θw~ − , to query anchor a generative query model θ.
Let Se be the e percent of terms assigned the highest
p(t|θw~ − ) and which are not in the query q; e is a free parameter. These terms are the most negatively correlated
with Dinit ’s ranking. We select the ν terms to which θ assigns the highest probability and which are not in Se . We
sum-normalize the probabilities assigned to these terms by
θ which yields the ϑ− model. All other terms in the vocabulary are assigned a zero probability. Additional direct query
anchoring, using a parameter λ, yields the ClipNeg model:
def

p(t|θClipN eg ) = λpM LE (t|q) + (1 − λ)p(t|ϑ− ).

(8)

Thus, in comparison to the RM3 and MM generative models, which apply several previously proposed query anchoring techniques, the ClipNeg method also applies clipping of
negative anchor terms. If θ is RM1 or θT we will refer to
ClipNeg as operating on RM3 and MM, respectively. Specifically, for e = 0, i.e. when the negative anchor query model
is not used, Equation 8 becomes RM3 and MM, respectively.
To leverage both the positive anchor and negative anchor
query models, we devise the AnchorClip method which
boosts the probability of positive anchor terms and sets
to zero the probability of negative anchor terms. As was
the case for AnchorPos, we use the parameters λ1 , λ2 and
λ3 (λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1) and define the score of term t as:
λ2 p(t|θ) + λ3 p(t|θw~ + ). The ν terms with the highest scores,
and which are not in Se (the e percent of terms with the
highest p(t|θw~ − ) and which are not in q) are selected to
have a non-zero probability; the probability for all other
terms is set to zero. Specifically, the scores of these terms
are sum-normalized to yield the language model ϑ which is
then interpolated with the original query model:

Using the discriminative query model

Let θ be a generative query model. The positive anchor
model, θw~ + , assigns non-zero probability to positive anchor
terms which are positively correlated with Dinit ’s ranking.
Boosting the probabilities of these terms in a generative
query model can serve for query anchoring.
The AnchorPos method (named for anchoring using the
positive anchor terms) integrates θ with θw~ + as follows. Let
λ1 , λ2 and λ3 be free parameters of non-negative values used
below to weigh different components of the proposed model;
λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1. We define the score s(t) for term t:

def

p(t|θAnchorClip ) = λ1 pM LE (t|q) + (1 − λ1 )p(t|ϑ).

(9)

For e = 0 and for λ3 = 0, AnchorClip amounts to AnchorPos
and ClipNeg, respectively.
All query models are used to rank the corpus by comparing
them with Dirichlet smoothed document language models
using the cross entropy (Equation 1).

4.

def

s(t) = λ2 p(t|θ) + λ3 p(t|θw~ + ).

EVALUATION

We present an evaluation of the methods from Section
3.3 that use the discriminative query model. The methods
are applied to the relevance model, RM3 [1], and to the
mixture model [32], MM, described in Section 3.1. These
two generative query models were the most effective in a
study of unigram language-model-based query models [21].

Term clipping is applied by setting to non-zero the probability of only the ν terms t with the highest s(t); this term set
is denoted S; ν is a free parameter. The scores of the terms
in S are sum-normalized to yield a valid language model ϑ+
def

over the corpus vocabulary. That is, p(t|ϑ+ ) = 0 for t 6∈ S;
def

for t ∈ S: p(t|ϑ+ ) = P ′ s(t)s(t′ ) . In addition, direct query
t ∈S
anchoring is applied to yield the AnchorPos model:
def

p(t|θAnchorP os ) = λ1 pM LE (t|q) + (1 − λ1 )p(t|ϑ+ ).

4.1

Experimental setup

The datasets specified in Table 1 were used for experiments. TREC123 and ROBUST are (mainly) newswire document collections, and WT10G is a Web collection. Titles
of TREC topics serve for queries. Krovetz stemming and
stopword removal (using the INQUERY list) were applied
to documents and queries. We used for experiments the
Indri toolkit (www.lemurproject.org).

(7)

If θ is RM1 or θT , described in Section 3.1, we will refer to
AnchorPos as operating on RM3 and MM, respectively. The
reason is that for λ3 = 0, Equation 7 amounts to RM3 and
MM, respectively. In comparison to RM3 and MM which
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Figure 1: Using the discriminative query model to re-rank an initial list of 100 documents from which it is
induced. The Kendall-τ between the initial ranking (init) and the re-ranking, and their MAP(@100), are
reported. The positive and negative anchor models are clipped to use ν terms; ν =ALL means no clipping.
Note: figures are not to the same scale.
ing models. Actual numbers are omitted as they convey no
additional insight.
Our methods apply the discriminative query model, which
represents Dinit ’s ranking, to query anchor the generative
query models. Thus, they could be viewed as fusing a representation of the initial ranking with the generative query
model at the language model level. Hence, we use a reference comparison, Fusion, that fuses the initial ranking with
the generative query models at the retrieval score level [34].
Specifically, the top-1000 documents in the initial ranking
are fused, using CombMNZ [10], with the top-1000 documents in a ranking produced by using the generative query
model [34]8 . The idea is to reward documents highly similar
both to the pseudo-feedback-based query model and to the
query. The implementation details are as in [34].

Table 1: TREC datasets used for experiments.
Collection
TREC123
ROBUST

TREC disks
Disks 1&2
Disks 4,5-{CR}

# of Docs
741,856
528,155

WT10G

WT10g

1,692,096

Topics
51-200
301-450,
601-700
451-550

The initial result list Dinit , which serves for pseudo feedback, is retrieved using a standard language model method
[16] which uses cross
˛˛ Equation
“ entropy (see
” 1): document d
˛˛
is scored by −CE pM LE (·|q) ˛˛ pDir (·|d) . The ranking is
equivalent to that produced by the query likelihood model
[26] used in the relevance model. Here and after, the Dirichlet smoothing parameter, µ, is set to 1000 [33].
We use Mean Average Precision (MAP@1000) and the
precision of the top-5 documents (p@5) for evaluation measures. Statistically significant differences of performance are
determined using the two-tailed paired t-test at a 95% confidence level. We also report the reliability of improvement
|Q |−|Q |
(RI) [24] for the query models: 100 · + |Q| − ; Q is the
set of queries; Q+ and Q− are the sets of queries for which
the average precision (AP) is higher and lower, respectively,
than that of the initial ranking. The RI measure quantifies the performance robustness of using a pseudo-feedbackbased query model with respect to using only the query.
In Section 4.2.3 we extend the robustness analysis by using
risk-reward graphs [8].
As mentioned in Section 3.2, we use SVMrank [14] to construct the discriminative query model; the regularization parameter C is set to 100, 000. All other parameters of SVMrank are set to default values7 . The resultant model is nearly
a hard margin SVM fitted to Dinit ’s ranking. Recall that our
goal is to create an accurate representation of this ranking.
Indeed, lower values of C resulted in less effective anchor7

Free-parameter values. All the methods we consider: the
generative query models RM3 and MM, our methods (AnchorPos, ClipNeg and AnchorClip) and the reference comparison Fusion incorporate free parameters. We set the values of all free parameters of each method using leave-oneout (LOO) cross validation performed over the queries in a
dataset9 . That is, the free parameters of a method for a
query are set to values that optimize average performance
over all other queries in the dataset. To avoid metric divergence issues, following previous recommendations in work on
query expansion [9] we use the same evaluation metric (MAP
or p@5) to train free-parameter values and to report the
resultant performance. The following free-parameter value
ranges were used. The number of documents, k, in the initial list Dinit is in {25, 50, 100}. The number of terms used in
8

CombMNZ was more effective in our setting than the alternative interpolation-based fusion method [34].
9
The performance of all methods when using 10-fold cross
validation was sometimes slightly lower than that of using
LOO; but, most differences were statistically indistinguishable, and the relative performance patterns were the same.

http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/tj/svm light/svm rank.html
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Table 2: Main result. Boldface: best result in a column in a generative model block. Statistically significant
differences with the initial ranking (init), generative model (RM3 or MM), Fusion and ClipNeg are marked
with ’i’, ’g’, ’f ’ and ’c’, respectively.

RM3
Fusion
ClipNeg
AnchorPos

28.4i
27.0i,g
28.8i,g
f
29.2i,g
f,c

57.7i
54.1g
57.7if
57.7if

48.0
46.7
52.0
53.3

ROBUST
MAP
p@5
RI
24.9
47.6
−
Relevance Model
28.2i
48.6
30.9
27.7i
48.9i
39.0
i,g
i,g
28.9f
50.0
36.5
29.6i,g
50.1i,g
31.3
f

MM
Fusion
ClipNeg
AnchorPos

28.1i
27.7i,g
28.3i
29.1i,g
f,c

55.1
53.6g
53.3
55.9

38.7
39.3
38.7
40.0

Mixture Model
27.6i
48.8
27.8i
48.4
i
27.6
46.1g
f
29.2i,g
50.0ic
f,c

init

MAP
23.0

TREC123
p@5
52.7

RI
−

the query models, ν, is in {25, 50, 75}. The mixture model
parameter, γ, is in {0.1, 0.5, 0.9}. The percentage of negative anchor terms, e, clipped in ClipNeg and AnchorClip
is in {0, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100} for ClipNeg and in {75, 100}
for AnchorClip10 . We show in Section 4.2.3 that clipping a
low percentage of negative anchor terms yields worse performance than clipping a high percentage. The parameters λ,
λ1 , λ2 and λ3 are set to values in {0, 0.2, . . . , 1}.

4.2
4.2.1

25.3
29.7
18.9
30.9

MAP
19.8

WT10G
p@5
35.5

RI
−

21.9i
20.8i,g
21.6i
21.8i

37.7
37.9
38.1
37.7

5.2
7.2
8.2
−2.1

20.8i
20.2g
21.0if
21.3if

36.3
35.1
33.2g
34.0

12.4
−3.1
16.5
9.3

implies that using the positive anchor model is somewhat
more effective in improving performance than the negative
anchor model. We further support this finding below.
We see in Figure 1 that for α 6= 0.5 a low number of
terms often yields better performance than a high number.
This finding implies that the terms assigned with the highest probability by the positive and negative anchor models
are the most positively and negatively correlated, respectively, with the initial ranking. Indeed, terms with a high
absolute value in w
~ in SVMrank are the most influential in
establishing the decision boundary.

Experimental results
The discriminative model

4.2.2

We first study the extent to which the discriminative query
model represents the initial ranking of the list, Dinit , from
which it is constructed. To that end, we re-rank Dinit using
the model. The score of d (∈ Dinit ) is the interpolation of d’s
similarity with the positive anchor model and dissimilarity
with the negative anchor model: −αCE(p(·|θw~ + ) || pDir (·|d))
+ (1 − α)CE(p(·|θw~ − ) || pDir (·|d)); α (∈ {0, 0.1, . . . , 1}) is a
free parameter; θw~ + and θw~ − are clipped to use the ν terms
to which they assign the highest probabilities. We report
the Kendall-τ between the re-ranking of Dinit and its initial
ranking as a function of α and ν. The correlation takes values in [−1, 1] where −1 and 1 represent perfect negative and
positive correlation, respectively. The analysis, presented in
Figure 1, is applied to Dinit of k = 100 documents. We also
report MAP(@100) for the rankings11 .
We see in Figure 1 that the highest correlation is always
attained for α = 0.5; increasing the number of terms, ν,
results in higher correlation. Specifically, using all terms
in documents in Dinit with α = 0.5 yields a correlation of
around 0.9 which is very high. Thus, we see that by attributing the same importance to the positive and negative anchor
models (i.e., α = 0.5) the discriminative model (θw~ + ,θw~ − )
becomes quite an accurate representation of Dinit ’s ranking.
We also see in Figure 1 that for α = 0.5, and regardless
of the number of terms used, re-ranking performance can
be quite close, or identical, to that of the initial ranking.
This finding resonates with the high correlation between the
rankings. Furthermore, low values of α (< 0.5) are more
detrimental for performance than high values (> 0.5). This

Main result

Table 2 presents the performance comparison of our ClipNeg and AnchorPos methods with the initial ranking, the
generative model on which they are applied (RM3 and MM)
and the Fusion reference comparison. The performance of
the AnchorClip method, which integrates ClipNeg and AnchorPos, is studied below. We see in Table 2 that all methods
outperform in most cases — often to a statistically significant degree — the initial ranking.
Our AnchorPos and ClipNeg methods improve over the
generative query model on which they are applied (RM3 or
MM) in terms of MAP and p@5 in most relevant comparisons (3 corpora × 2 evaluation measures × 2 generative
models); the majority of MAP improvements for AnchorPos are statistically significant12 . Furthermore, the RI of
ClipNeg and AnchorPos is in most cases higher than that
of the generative model. These findings attest to the merits of using our discriminative query model to query anchor
generative query models which already apply a few query
anchoring techniques. We also see in Table 2 that using
positive anchor terms (AnchorPos) is almost always more
effective in terms of retrieval effectiveness (MAP and p@5)
than using negative anchor terms (ClipNeg). More gener12

The relative p@5 performance patterns reflect those for
p@20 which was the focus of some work on query expansion [8]. For example, RM3 attained p@20 of 51.8, 36.8 and
26.4 over TREC123, ROBUST and WT10G, respectively.
Applying AnchorPos to RM3 yields 52.7, 38.0, and 26.3, respectively, and applying ClipNeg yields 52.4, 37.8, and 25.5,
respectively. MM attained p@20 of 50.3, 36.8 and 25.8 for
the three corpora; applying AnchorPos on MM yields 51.5,
38.2, and 26.3; applying ClipNeg yields 50.8, 37.0 and 26.3.
For ROBUST, the improvements of ClipNeg over RM3 and
of AnchorPos over MM are statistically significant.

10

Since e 6= 0 for AnchorClip, we enforce clipping.
This is the only case where MAP@100 rather than
MAP@1000 is used, since we focus here on re-ranking a list
of 100 documents.

11
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Table 3: Comparison of AnchorClip with ClipNeg and AnchorPos. Boldface: best result in a column in a
generative model block. Statistically significant differences with ClipNeg are marked with ’c’. There are no
statistically significant differences between AnchorClip and AnchorPos.
MAP

TREC123
p@5

ClipNeg
AnchorPos
AnchorClip

28.8
29.2c
29.4c

57.7
57.7
56.7

ClipNeg
AnchorPos
AnchorClip

28.3
29.1c
29.4c

53.3
55.9
56.4c

ROBUST
RI
MAP
p@5
Relevance Model
52.0
28.9
50.0
53.3
29.6
50.1
52.0
29.5
51.1
Mixture Model
38.7
27.6
46.1
40.0
29.2c
50.0c
c
38.7
29.1
50.4c

ally, in most cases, AnchorPos is the most effective method
in Table 2 in terms of MAP and p@5. In terms of RI, neither
AnchorPos nor ClipNeg dominates the other.
The ClipNeg and AnchorPos methods outperform the Fusion reference comparison, in terms of MAP and p@5, in a
vast majority of the cases; many of the improvements posted
by AnchorPos are statistically significant. In most cases,
Fusion is outperformed (MAP and p@5) by the generative
query model on which it is applied (RM3 and MM), while it
often improves RI. Indeed, the goal of Fusion is to improve
performance robustness even at the expense of hurting average retrieval effectiveness [34]. Yet, the RI of Fusion is in
most cases inferior to that of AnchorPos.
Table 2 shows that the effectiveness of the initial ranking,
which is used to induce the generative models and our discriminative model that is applied to the generative models, is
much lower for WT10G than for TREC123 and ROBUST.
Consequently, the improvements posted by the generative
models over the initial ranking, and those posted by our
ClipNeg and AnchorPos methods over the generative models, are much smaller for WT10G than those for TREC123
and ROBUST. In some cases for WT10G, ClipNeg and AnchorPos are outperformed by the generative model although
the difference is statistically significant only in a single case
(for ClipNeg). Still, ClipNeg and AnchorPos are more effective in terms of MAP, and to a statistically significant degree, than the initial ranking for WT10G. For reference comparison, the Fusion method is almost always outperformed
by the generative models for WT10G — statistically significantly so in two cases. Another related finding about
the differences between WT10G and the other two corpora
is that the RI values of all pseudo-feedback-based methods
are much smaller for WT10G. Indeed, we found that the
(learned) value of the query-anchoring parameter (i.e., the
weight of the original query model) in all pseudo-feedbackbased models is consistently higher for WT10G than for the
other two corpora. This further attests to the overall limited
effectiveness of using pseudo feedback for WT10G.

RI

MAP

WT10G
p@5

RI

36.5
31.3
34.1

21.6
21.8
21.1

38.1
37.7
37.3

8.2
−2.1
2.1

18.9
30.9
28.1

21.0
21.3
21.5

33.2
34.0
32.6

16.5
9.3
8.2

chorClip and AnchorPos dominates the other; specifically,
the performance differences between these methods are never
statistically significant. This finding implies that that there
is no clear merit in clipping negative anchor terms in addition to boosting the probabilities of positive anchor terms.
We hasten to point out, however, that this finding could
potentially be attributed to the fact that AnchorClip incorporates more free parameters than AnchorPos (specifically,
the percentage of negative anchor terms to clip). Setting the
values of all these parameters using cross validation with
the relatively small query sets at hand can fall short. Indeed, experiments — actual numbers omitted as they convey
no additional insight — show that if free-parameter values
are set to optimize average performance over all queries in
a dataset, then AnchorClip yields consistent improvements
over AnchorPos, albeit not statistically significant.

4.2.3

Further analysis

We next turn to further explore the utilization of positive
anchor terms (the AnchorPos method) and negative anchor
terms (the ClipNeg method).

AnchorPos. Setting λ2 = 0 in AnchorPos yields a query
model, Q+Pos, that interpolates the original query model
with the clipped positive anchor model; the generative query
model is not used. Setting λ1 = 0 results in the M+Pos
method which integrates the positive anchor model with the
generative query model; term clipping is applied but not interpolation with the original query model. Table 4 presents
the performance of these specific cases of AnchorPos.
In most cases, Q+Pos statistically significantly outperforms (MAP and p@5) the initial ranking and is outperformed (often, statistically significantly so) by the generative query model (RM3 and MM). The latter finding comes
as no surprise as the goal of the discriminative query model
is to accurately represent the ranking of the initial result
list rather than the information need. Yet, the superiority
of Q+Pos to the initial ranking provides further support to
the merits of using positive anchor terms for retrieval.
The MAP performance of M+Pos is often in-between that
of the initial ranking and the generative query model except
for WT10G; yet, the p@5 performance of M+Pos is almost
always below that of the initial ranking. These findings show
that direct anchoring using the original query, which is not
applied in M+Pos, is highly important. More generally, the
superiority of AnchorPos to Q+Pos and M+Pos attests to
the merits of applying both the discriminative model and
direct query anchoring to a generative model.

AnchorClip. The AnchorClip method, presented in Section 3.3, integrates the ClipNeg and AnchorPos methods by
boosting the probabilities of positive anchor terms as in AnchorPos and clipping negative anchor terms as in ClipNeg.
Table 3 presents a performance comparison of AnchorClip
with ClipNeg and AnchorPos.
We see that AnchorClip outperforms (in terms of MAP
and p@5) ClipNeg in most cases; several of the improvements are statistically significant. However, neither of An-
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Table 4: AnchorPos and its two specific cases: Q+Pos and M+Pos. The performance of Q+Pos is identical
for RM3 and MM as it does not incorporate the generative query model. The best result in a column in a
generative model block is boldfaced. Statistically significant differences with the initial ranking, the generative
query model (RM3 or MM), AnchorPos and Q+Pos are marked with ’i’, ’g’, ’a’ and ’p’, respectively.

RM3
AnchorPos
Q+Pos
M+Pos

28.4i
29.2i,g
25.3i,g
a
27.4ia,p

57.7i
57.7i
55.3i
56.8i

48.0
53.3
28.7
17.3

ROBUST
MAP
p@5
24.9
47.6
Relevance Model
28.2i
48.6
29.6i,g
50.1i,g
26.6i,g
49.7i
a
27.0ia
43.9i,g
a,p

MM
AnchorPos
Q+Pos
M+Pos

28.1i
29.1i,g
25.3i,g
a
26.8i,g
a

55.1
55.9
55.3i
48.4i,g
a,p

38.7
40.0
28.7
2.7

Mixture Model
27.6i
48.8
29.2i,g
50.0i
26.6ia
49.7i
25.9g
45.9g
a
a,p

MAP
23.0

init

TREC123
p@5
52.7

RI
−

TREC123

Percent MAP Gain

Percent MAP Gain

15
10

-10
800
R-Loss

37.7
37.7
36.3
34.6

5.2
−2.1
10.3
−50.5

25.3
30.9
4.8
−1.2

20.8i
21.3i
20.4
14.7i,g
a,p

36.3
34.0
36.3
30.3i,g
a

12.4
9.3
10.3
−45.4
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0
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Figure 2: MAP risk-reward curves [8]. Note: figures are not to the same scale.
To further study the performance robustness of AnchorPos, in Figure 2 we present its MAP risk-reward curves [8]
when applied to RM3 and MM and those of the generative
models themselves. A curve is created by varying the value
of the query anchoring parameter (λ for RM3 and MM, and
λ1 for AnchorPos) from 1 (using only the original query) to
0 (no direct query anchoring) with .2 decrement13 ; all other
free parameters are set here to optimize MAP over all queries
so as to study the potential risk-reward tradeoffs of the models. The x-axis (R-loss) is the resultant difference, over all
queries for which the difference is non negative, between the
number of relevant documents retrieved using only the original query and using the pseudo-feedback-based query model;
the y-axis (reward) is the percentage of MAP improvement
over all queries of applying the query model with respect to
using only the original query.
Figure 2 shows that in most cases the curves for AnchorPos dominate those for the generative models; i.e., for the
same value of query anchoring parameter, the point on the
curve of AnchorPos would be to the left of, and higher than,
that for the generative model. In the other cases, AnchorPos posts higher reward at the expense of higher risk for the
same value of query anchoring parameter. These findings
further support the merits of using positive anchor terms.

by the negative anchor model are clipped from the given
query model. Additional standard clipping is applied by the
original probabilities assigned to terms by the query model.
Figure 3 contrasts the performance of ClipNeg with that
of ClipRand;14 ClipRand clips randomly selected, rather
than negative anchor, terms using the exact same approach
applied by ClipNeg. The number of terms, ν, assigned with
a non-zero probability in the final model is one of the parameters tuned to optimize average retrieval performance.
Thus, the performance for e = 0 corresponds to optimal
standard term clipping — i.e., according to the probabilities
they are assigned by the generative query model — while
that for e > 0 corresponds to optimal combined negative
anchor term clipping and standard term clipping. The results are presented for an initial list, Dinit , of size k = 100.
Figure 3 shows that in most cases the performance of
ClipNeg increases monotonically with increasing percentage of clipped negative anchor terms. ClipNeg often substantially outperforms ClipRand; the improvements for ROBUST are statistically significant for almost all values of e;
the improvements for TREC123 and WT10G are statistically significant for very high values of e except for those
for MM over WT10G. Evidently, the performance differences between ClipNeg and ClipRand are smaller for MM
14

ClipNeg. In the ClipNeg method, the e percent of nega-

In contrast to the evaluation results presented in Tables 2,
3 and 4, where leave-one-out cross validation was used to
set free-parameter values, the values of the parameters of
all methods considered here are set to optimize MAP over
all queries as was the case in the risk-reward analysis above:
the goal is to study the potential of clipping negative anchor
terms while ameliorating the effects of the generalization, or
lack thereof, of effective free-parameter values across queries.

tive anchor terms that are assigned the highest probability
13

The only case where the loss did not increase with decreasing the value of the anchoring parameter was for applying
AnchorPos to MM in WT10G: the second and third points
on the curve correspond to 0.6 and 0.8, respectively.
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Figure 3: The MAP performance of ClipNeg and ClipRand as a function of the percentage of clipped negative
anchor terms (e). ClipRand clips randomly selected terms. ClipNeg and ClipRand are applied on RM3 and
MM. Initial list, Dinit , of 100 documents is used. Note: figures are not to the same scale.
than for RM3 as the latter is more effective than the former.
A case in point, ClipRand does not improve over standard
term clipping (e = 0) for RM3, but it does so for MM over
WT10G; yet, these improvements are never statistically significant. In contrast, the performance of ClipNeg for e > 0
is consistently better than that for e = 0; for ROBUST, all
improvements are statistically significant; for WT10G many
are, while for TREC123 they are not.
All in all, the findings from above further support the
merits of clipping negative anchor terms from a query model.

4.3

least effective. However, as noted above, the positive query
anchor model is not intended to be a stand-alone query
model, but rather used to query anchor the generative query
models using the methods presented in Section 3.3.
Next, we provide some statistics (across the three corpora
and corresponding query sets) that shed light on the commonalities and differences between the query models. We
found that the positive anchor model assigns high probability to terms with a much higher IDF (inverse document
frequency) value than that of terms assigned a high probability by the generative query models. For example, we see
in Figure 4 that the relevance model can reward low IDF
terms such as “new” and “make” for query #341. On the
other hand, the discriminative query model seeks to differentiate high ranked from low ranked documents in Dinit and
is therefore likely to reward high IDF terms. (The importance of using high IDF terms for query expansion has been
noted in past work [21, 5, 7].)
Additional finding is that the average number of shared
terms among the 25 assigned the highest probability by RM1
and θT is 2.33 and 3.5 times higher than that shared by the
positive anchor model with RM1 and θT , respectively. In
other words, the generative models are much more similar
to each other, with respect to the terms they promote, than
they are to the positive anchor model. This finding provides further support to the complementary nature of the
generative models and the discriminative model.
We do not provide visualization of the negative anchor
model (θw~ − ) as it conveys no additional insight. We found
that terms assigned high probability by the negative anchor
model often have high IDF values. These terms can help
to differentiate a low ranked document from a high ranked
one, as is the case for terms assigned high probability by
the positive anchor model. In addition, around 40% of the
25 terms assigned the highest probability by the two generative query models are negative anchor terms; i.e., they
are assigned a non-zero probability by θw~ − . Clipping negative anchor terms promoted by the generative models is a
method (ClipNeg) we presented in Section 3.3 and whose
effectiveness was demonstrated above.

The discriminative vs. the generative query
models

To illustrate the differences between the discriminative
and generative query models, we provide in Figure 4 examples of the query models induced for two queries from
the ROBUST dataset. All query models are constructed
from a result list, Dinit , of 100 documents; the query models
were clipped to use 25 terms. The retrieval performance reported is that attained by an optimized interpolation, with
a parameter λ or λ1 , of each of the three query models with
the original query model (as in Equations 3, 4 and 7). The
models resulting from the interpolation are RM3 (based on
RM1), MM (based on θT ) and Q+Pos (based on θw~ + ; see
Section 4.2.3 for details) which interpolates the positive anchor model (θw~ + ) with the original query model.
Figure 4 shows that for both queries, the generative models assign high probabilities to the original query terms or
their variants. Indeed, generative query models, as most
pseudo-feedback-based query models, reward terms with substantial presence in Dinit . In contrast, the positive anchor
model, θw~ + , rewards terms that distinguish high ranked documents from low ranked ones. A case in point, the original
query terms are not necessarily positive anchors as can be
seen in Figure 4. Indeed, if Dinit ’s ranking is dominated by
one of the query terms, the presence of others might have
little, or even negative, correlation with the ranking.
We also see in Figure 4 that for query #341, the positive
anchor model assigns high probability to query related terms
(e.g., “terrorist”, “baggage” and “passenger”) to a more substantial extent than the generative models; and, its retrieval
performance is superior. The fact that the optimal value
of λ for interpolating the generative query models with the
original query model is 1 attests to the fact that these two
are completely ineffective for query #341, in contrast to the
positive anchor model.
For query #308, using all three models improves over the
initial ranking, although the positive anchor model is the

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a novel unsupervised pseudo-feedback-based
discriminative query model. The model is induced from an
initially retrieved list using a learning-to-rank-approach by
considering pairwise document preferences induced from the
list. The resultant query model constitutes a term-based
representation of the list ranking.
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Figure 4: Examples of the generative query models
(RM1 and θT from the mixture model) and the positive anchor model (θw~ + ). The size of a visualized
term is proportional to the probability it is assigned
by the query model. The average precision (AP)
is the optimal attained by interpolating the query
model with the original query model and tuning the
interpolation parameter λ (for RM1 and θT ) and λ1
(for θw~ + ). Note: models are not to the same scale.

We demonstrated the empirical merits of methods using
the discriminative model to query anchor existing query
models: emphasizing (clipping) terms that are positively
(negatively) correlated with the initial ranking.
We intend to apply the discriminative query model on additional pseudo-feedback-based query models, and study the
utilization of additional learning-to-rank methods to induce
a term-based representation from a retrieved list.
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